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Abstract
In this paper we introduce a generalization of M-small modules and discuss about the

torsion theory cogenerated by this kind of modules in category ][M . We will use the
structure of the radical of a module in ][M and get some suitable results about this
class of modules. Also the relation between injective hull in ][M and this kind of
modules will be investigated in this article.   For a module ][MN  we show that N is
M-Rad if and only if )ˆ(NRadN  ; where N̂ is the M-injective hull of N.  We will
show that for a  cohereditary module M, R[M] is closed under extension. Let M
be a module and ][MN  , the torsion theory cogenerated by ][MR is the reject of

][MR in N , defined as }|{=)(][ RadMis
X
NNXNRe MR  . In this paper we study about

the property of this torsion theory.  We show that )(= ][ NReN MR if and only if for
every nonzero homomorphism KNf : in ][M , )()( KRadfIm  .  Another
attractive result is )(= ][ NReN MR if and only if 0=),( AN , for all ][MA  . For a
module ][MN  we show that if )(

K
NRad

K
L
 for some NLK  , then the inclusion

LK  is M-coRad and also if ][MRN  , then for every submodule L of N and M-
coRad inclusion LK  , we have )(

K
NRad

K
L
 .  Finally for a pseudo projective module

M we show that every ][MN  with 0=),( NMHom is M-Rad and if moreover
][MRM  , then 0}=),(|][{=][ NMHomMNMR  .
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Introduction
Throughout this article all rings are associative with

identity and all modules are unitary right R -modules
except unless otherwise specified herein. We refer for
basic notations to [2], [5], [7] and [13].
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The class of M-small modules and some
generalizations of such modules are studied by some
authors. Y. Talebi and N. Vanaja in [9], proceeded to
investigate the M-small modules and torsion theory
cogenerated  by this kind of modules. As a
generalization of M-small modules, Ozcan in [8]
defined  -M-small modules.

Let R be a ring and assume NM , are R -
modules. N is called M-small  in category ][M if,

LN  for some ][ML  or equivalently

NN ˆ , where N̂ denotes the M-injective hull of
N in category ][M . Reader can visit [9] for more
information about these modules.

In this paper we proceed a generalization of M-small
modules namely M-Rad modules. We characterize M-
Rad modules and then torsion theory cogenerated by
these modules is investigated. Also some suitable results
about these theories are obtained.

The radical of a module has very important role in
modules theory. Many researchers work in this branch
and study some classes of modules which are related to
radical. For more information we refer to [3], [4], [6],
[11].

Y. Talebi and author in [10] studied a class of
modules which is related to )(M . There we defined
the functor )(M by the sum of all  -small
submodules and studied a class of modules related to
this functor. Recall that if M is a finitely generated
modules, then )(=)( MRadM and so all results
about )(MRad and )(M are coincided in this case.

Results
In this section the class M-Rad modules is defined

and investigated. First we characterize the RadM 
modules and then we obtain some properties of this kind
of modules and also the relations between some other
classes of modules and M-Rad modules will be studied.

Definition 2.1 Let R be a ring and assume NM ,
are R modules. Then N is called M-Rad if,

)(LRadN  for some ][ML  .
We denotes by ][MR for the class of all M-Rad

modules in ][M . If ][MRN , then we say N is
non-M-Rad.

It is clear that any M-small module in ][M is M-

Rad and if N is a finitely generated module, then N is
M-small if and only if N is M-Rad.

Proposition 2.2 Let M be a module and
][MN  . The following statements are equivalent

1. N is M-Rad;

2. )ˆ(NRadN  ; where N̂ is the M-injective
hull of N ;

3.  For any M-injective module E and any
homomorphism ENf : in ][M , we have

)()( ERadfIm  .

•  Proof. 31 : Suppose that )(LRadN  for
some ][ML  . Let ENf : be a
homomorphism in ][M where E is M-injective.
Therefore f can be extended to a homomorphism

ELg : . Now we have
)())(()(=)( ERadLRadgNgNf  ;

as required.
123  is clear.

Recall that a module M is called cosemisimple if
all simple modules in ][M are M-injective. L.
Zhongkui and J. Ahsan in [14] investigated some
properties of cosemisimple modules related to
injectivity. It is not difficult to see that semisimple
modules are cosemisimple.

A module ][MP  is called cohereditary if
every factor module of P is M-injective. A module M
is said to be  -cohereditary if every injective module
in ][M is cohereditary.

Note that for ][MN  , the M-injective hull N̂
of N is embedable in the R injective hull )(NE , so

if )ˆ(NRadN  then ))(( NERadN  ; i.e. every
M-Rad module is RadR  .

It is clear that every M-small module is M-Rad and
so ][][ MRMS  , where ][MS denote the class of
all M-small modules.

Let S be a simple module in ][M . If S is not
M-Rad , then S is not M-small and so there exists a

module SK ˆ such that SKS ˆ= . If there exists
SKx  , then SxRS = and hence
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KxRS  . This implies SK ˆ= , a contradiction.
Thus there is no SKx  ; that is SK  and so

SS ˆ= is an M-injective module. So we can say any
simple module in category ][M is either M-Rad or
M-injective.

It is not difficult to see that the class ][MR is
closed under submodules, homomorphic images and
infinite (direct) sum. Note that unlike of ][MR , the
class ][MS is not closed under infinite direct sum.

It is clear to see that any simple module in ][M
that is M-small and M-injective, is zero. Because any M-
injective module is equal to its M-injective hull. Since
zero is the only small submodule of a simple module, so
an M-injective simple module is M-Rad iff it is M-small.
Thus we can say any simple module in ][M that is
M-injective and M-Rad must be zero.

Next proposition in particular shows that if M is a
cosemisimple module, then there is no non-zero M-Rad
module.

Proposition 2.3 The class 0=][MR if and only if
M is cosemisimple.

• Proof. Suppose that 0=][MR ; this means in
paticular that simple modules are not M-Rad and so are

M-injective. Thus M is cosemisimple.
Conversely assume M to be cosemisimple. Let

][MRN and Nx . Suppose that K is a
maximal submodule of xR . Hence the simple module

K
xR

is M-Rad and M-injective and so must be zero.

Since K is a maximal submodule of xR , we must
have 0=x , implying 0=N ; that is 0=][MR .

Example 2.4
1.  Let Z=R and 32= ZZ M . Since M is

cosemisimple so we have 0=][MR .
2.  Let R be a ring and M an arbitrary R -module.

Although there is no no-zero simple module in ][M
which is both M-Rad and M-injective, but any M-Rad
and M-injective module need not be zero. Especially it
is clear that the divisible Z-module Q has no maximal
submodule and so QQ =)(Rad ; i.e. Q is Q Rad.

Also it is well known that Q is an injective Z-module.
3.  It is well known that any injective module is not

M -small in ][M but it may be M-Rad. Especially
the Z-module Q is Z-Rad but it is not Z-small.

The class ][MR need not be closed under
extensions. But for a  cohereditary module M,

][MR is closed under extensions (next proposition).

Proposition 2.5 Suppose that M is a 
cohereditary module. Then ][MR is closed under
extensions in ][M .

• Proof. Let 00 
K
LK be an exact

sequence such that ][ML  and ][, MR
K
LK  .

By Proposition 2.2, we conclude )ˆ(LRadK  . Since

M is  cohereditary,
K
L̂

must be injective and M-

injective hence
K
L

K
LRad

K
L ˆ

=)
ˆ

( . Again by

Proposition 2.2 we have )ˆ(LRadL .

Definition 2.6 Let ][, MNK  and
NKf : be an epimorphism. Then f is called a

radical cover of N in ][M if,
)()( KRadfKer  .

Proposition 2.7 Let M be a module and
][, MNL  be such that N is M-injective.

Moreover let NLf : be a radical cover of N and

K a submodule of L such that )(LRadK  . Then
][MRK .

•  Proof. Suppose that K is M-Rad. Then )(Kf is

M-Rad by preliminary properties of ][MR . Since N
is injective in ][M , so by Proposition 2.2,

))((=)()( LRadfNRadKf  . Hence
)(=)()( LRadfKerLRadK  that is a

contradiction. So K is a non-M-Rad module.
Let A be a nonempty class of modules in ][M .
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Recall the following classes

}=,(|][{=}0;=),(|][{= BBReMBAABHomMB A)AA  

0}=),(|][{=}0;=),(|][{= BTrMBABAHomMB AAA  

 AAA  },0;=),(|][{= AXUAUHomMX 
 AAA% },0;=),(|][{= AXY

Y
XAHomMX 

The class A defines a hereditary pretorsion class of
modules and also  }{= EA for some injective module

][ME  (for more details see [9, Proposition 9.5]).

The class %A defines a cohereditary class of modules.
It is clear that %A is closed under extensions and
submodules but is not closed under products.

An ordered pair ( BA, ) of classes of modules from
][M is called a torsion theory if BA = and
AB = . In this case A is called the torsion class and

it's elements are the torsion modules, while B is the
torsion free class and it's elements are the torsion free
modules. So we have the following

1.  The pair (  AA , ) is torsion theory, called
torsion theory generated by A , and the torsion class is

}0;),(|][{= YU
U
YTrMY  AA 

2.  The pair (  AA , ) is also a torsion theory, called
the torsion theory cogenerated by A , and the torsion
free class is

}.0;),(|][{= YUUUReMY  AA 

Note that    AAAAA )()( CogGen .
Recall that a subfunctor  of the identity functor for

][M is a preradical if for each pair
][, MNN  and each morphism NNf : ,

we have Nn )( and

)()(:|=)( )( NNff N   ; (i.e.

)())(( NNf  .
Here we define the preradical generated by M

modules as the trace of ][MN  by following

)}ˆ(|{=}|{=)(][ NRadXNXmoduleRadManisXNXNTr MR 

)ˆ(= NRadN  , this follows from the fact that any

finitely generated module K is small in N̂ iff it is

contained in )ˆ(NRad .
Similarly the preradical generated by M small

modules is
}ˆ|{=}|{=)( NXNXmodulesmallManisXNXNTr =S 

)ˆ(= NRadN  .

By above statement we have the following remark.
Remark 2.8 For two modules M and ][MN 

we have )(=)(][ NTrNTr MR S and also

][)(][ MRNTr MR  .

Example 2.9 Consider the Z-module Q . Since
QQ =)(Rad , we have QQZ =)(][RTr , while

0=)()(
N

Z ZRTr . Note that Q is a factor module of
NZ . This shows that the class of modules N with

0=)(][ NTr MR need not be closed under factor
modules.

Proposition 2.10 Let R be a ring, M an R -
module and ][MN  . The following statements are
equivalent

1. )(= ][ NTrN MR ;

2. )(= NTrN S ;

3. )ˆ(NRadN  ;

4. NxR ˆ= for every Nx ;

5. )ˆ(NRadxR for every Nx ;
6. )(SGenN  ;
7. ])[( MRGenN .

•  Proof. The proof follows from the fact that
)(=)( [ NTrNTr MRS and other preliminary properties

of M-Rad and M-small modules.

By [5, 8.5] we have the following proposition;

Proposition 2.11
1.

  ][=0}=)(|][{=0}=)(|][{= ][ MRNTrMNNTrMN MR NS

hence the class ][MR is cogenerated by simple M -
injective modules in ][M .
2.
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   ][=}0;)(|][{=}0;)(|][{= ][ MRNK
K
NTrMNNK

K
NTrMN MR ÜÜS S 

hence
}|][{=][ modulefactorinjectiveMsimplenohasNMNMR  

3.  Let ][MN  , then )(SGenN  iff
)(=)(= ][ NTrNTrN MRS . Thus )(SGenN  iff

])[( MRGenN  . Now if M is  -cohereditary, then
][=])[( MRMRGen .

Note that if N is an M-Rad module, then
0=)(][ NRe MR and all modules those are in

])[( MRCog belong to the torsion free class ][MR .
Let R be a ring. If M is a module and ][MN  .
Then since )ˆ()( NRadNRad  , we have

)()( ][ NTrNRad MR and by the same token

)()( ][][ NTrNTr RRMR  .

Example 2.12 As Z-modules we have

)(QZ Rad and so ZZZ =)(][RTr . Since Z generates
all Z-modules, so we have NNTrR =)(][Z for every Z-

module N .

Discussion

Let M be a module and ][MN  , the torsion
theory cogenerated by ][MR is the reject of ][MR
in N , defined as follows

}|{=)(][ RadMis
X
NNXNRe MR  .

It is clear that )(][ NRe MR is the smallest

submodule K of N for which
K
N

is cogenerated by

M-Rad modules.  Reader can see [1] to get some
information about torsion theory.

By the definition of reject we conclude
0=)(][ NRe MR iff N is cogenerated by M-Rad

modules; in this case N is called M-Rad cogenerated.

Also we have )(
)(

][
][

K
NRe

K
KNRe

MR
MR 

 ; for

every submodule K of N in ][M , and

)(=
)(

][
][

K
NRe

K
NRe

MR
MR if )(][ NReK MR . It is

trivial that ][MRN  iff )(= ][ NReN MR .

Assume KN , are modules in ][M . Define
)}()(|:{=),( KRadfImKNfKN  .

Proposition 3.1 Let M be a module and
][MN  . The following conditions are equivalent

1. )(= ][ NReN MR ;

2.  If KNf : is a nonzero homomorphism in

][M and L is a submodule of )( fIm , then

)()(
L
KRad

L
fIm
 implies LfIm =)( ;

3.  For every nonzero homomorphism KNf :
in ][M , )()( KRadfIm  .

•  Proof. 21 : Suppose that )()(
L
KRad

L
fIm
 .

Consider the map
L
KNof : ; where

L
KK:

is the natural epimorphism. Then
L

fImofIm )(=)( ,

and so of has to be zero. Hence LfIm =)( .
32 is obvious.
13 : Assume KNf : to be nonzero, where

][MRK . Then the composition map of is a

nonzero homomorphism from N to K̂ , where
KK ˆ:  is the inclusion map. Now we have

)ˆ()(=)( KRadKfImofIm  a contradiction.
Therefore there is no nonzero homomorphism from N
to M-Rad modules; that is )(= ][ NReN MR .

In above proposition when condition 2 holds, we say
)( fIm is Rad-coclosed in M .

Now we have the next proposition that follows
immediately from Proposition 3.1.

Proposition 3.2 Let M be any module and
][MN  . The following are equivalent

1. )(= ][ NReN MR ;
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2.  If K is a nonzero homomorphic image of N ,
then there exists an extension module ][ML  of

K such that for any KX  ,
K
LRad

X
K ( ) implies

XK = (i.e. K is Rad-coclosed in L );

3. 0=),( AN , for all ][MA  .

Proposition 3.3 Let M be a module and
][MRN  . The following hold

1. Every M-Rad proper submodule NK  is
contained in )(NRad and so )(=)(][ NRadNTr MR .

2.  If L is a proper extension module of N in
][M , then N is Rad-coclosed in L .

3.  For any proper submodule K of N , K is Rad-
coclosed in N iff ][MRK  .

•  Proof. 1. Suppose that K is a proper M-Rad
submodule of N . Assume )(NRadKÚ . Thus there
exists an element Kx such that )(NRadx .

Therefore )(NRadxRÚ and hence xR is not small in

N . So there exists a proper submodule L of N such

that NLxR = . Now
L
N

L
xRL

xRL
xR =




is an

M Rad module. Since ][MRN  ,
L
N

must be

zero and so LN = that is a contradiction. Hence
)(NRadK  .

2. Let )(
U
LRad

U
N
 where LNU  . Hence

U
N is an M-Rad module. Now since ][MRN , there

is no nonzero homomorphism from N to
U
N and so

UN = ; that is N is Rad-coclosed in L .
3. Assume NK  .
If ][MRK  , then by (2), K is Rad-coclosed in

N .
For converse suppose that LKf : is a

homomorphism for some ][MRL . So

)(
)(

fIm
fKer

K
 is an M-Rad module and hence by

(1), )
)(

(
)( fKer

NRad
fKer

K
 . Now since K is Rad-

coclosed in N , we must have )(= fKerK and
consequently 0=f as desired.

Let M be a module. Then it is clear that
 ][][ MSMR  and   ][][ MMR S . Also if

][MN  , then ][MRN  iff N has no nonzero
M Rad factor module.

Proposition 3.4 The class ][MR is closed under
factor modules, direct sums, extensions and Rad-
coclosed submodules.

•  Proof. The first three properties follow from
definition and the last property follows from Proposition
3.3 (3).

Example 3.5

1.  Let
Z

Z
12

=M . Then
Z
Z

12
6=)(MRad and so

][MRZ .
2.  Suppose that M is a divisible Z-module with no

nontrivial small submodule. Then every factor module
of M is contained in ][MR .

Definition 3.6 Let M be a module, ][MN 
and L a submodule of N . Then the inclusion NL

is called M coRad if
L
N

is M-Rad.

Proposition 3.7 Let ][MN  . Then the
following hold

1.  If )(
K
NRad

K
L
 for some NLK  , then

the inclusion LK  is M-coRad.

2.  If ][MRN  , then for every submodule L of

N and M-coRad inclusion LK  , we have

)(
K
NRad

K
L
 .

• Proof. 1. We have ][MR
K
N
 and so
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][MR
K
L
 . This completes the proof.

2.  By Proposition 3.4, ][MR
K
N
 . Now applying

Proposition 3.3 to get )(
K
NRad

K
L
 .

Recall that a module P is called pseudo-projective
in category ][M if for any epimorphism

LN : and any homomorphism LPf : in
][M , there exist an endomorphism PP: and

a homomorphism NPg : such that  foog = .

Proposition 3.8 Let M be a pseudo-projective
module in ][M . Then the following hold

1.  Every ][MN  with 0=),( NMHom is
M small and especially M-Rad.

2.  If ][MRM  , then
0}=),(|][{=][ NMHomMNMR  .

•  Proof. 1. See [5, 8.14].
2. By (1),

][0}=),(|][{ MRNMHomMN  .
Since ][MRM  , we conclude

0}=),(|][{][ NMHomMNMR  ; as required.

Example 3.9 Consider the Z-module
Z
Z

4
=M .

Then
Z
Z

4
2=)(MRad and so

Z
Z

2
is M Rad. Hence

the torsion theory cogenerated by ][MR of
Z
Z

2
is zero

(i.e. 0=)
2

(][ Z
Z

MRRe ). but 0)(][ MRe MR . This means

that the class of modules with zero torsion theory
cogenerated by M-Rad modules, need not be closed
under extensions.
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